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Genrle  eemindee  Periodic Test 2 scheduled from  
December 6 , 2021 
 

Prepare for the papers as per the Date Sheet  
The timing of the Periodic Test 2 to be held from December 6 are from 8:30  to 

9:45  am  
 However, it is advised that the students login via their Official id by 8:15   am 

to avoid/ overcome any technical issues. 

 

Please take note of the following points while answering the questions 

 

 

• Fill the first part of the question paper where your name,  class section  is 

asked for , very carefully . 

1. Examination Roll No. should be written in 4 digits. The list of Roll Nos will 

be posted by the Class Teacher. Please refer to the same  

2. Keep pen pencil eraser Pin sheet of a Register ready for answering the 

Subjective Paper.  

3. Ensure that you have written your name/Roll No Class and Sec neatly on 

the answer sheet of Subjective Paper.  

4. For uploading,  take a good pic focusing on the answers. If facing any 

difficulty in uploading,  please bring it to the notice of your class teacher  

5. Every child must be thorough with the procedure to upload the Subjective 

answer sheet 

6. Students must attempt the paper section wise and review the section 

thoroughly before moving to the next section 

7. Avoid scrolling back to check the section that has been done. 

8. Those attempting the test on mobile phones, must   Login into Chrome 

(Gmail) via official school ID ONLY.   Install Google Classroom      App 

mandatorily 

9. Students will be provided only ONE attempt . Hence, answers must be 
carefully analyzed before submission. 

Believe in your self and you can achieve anything  
Good luck for your exams!! 

  
  
  
  
  
  


